Key Selling Point
▶ The Klark Teknik DN360 has been recognized world-wide as the touring industry standard for one-third-octave equalizers for over 25 years. It will be listed on more riders than any other EQ.

No-Bull Benefits
▶ Feature: 2 x 30 30mm oil-damped precision faders with high slider (16 dB) or normal (112 dB) resolution and center detent. Benefit: Professional, smooth, intuitive operation.
▶ Feature: Electronically balanced inputs. Benefit: Quiet operation with noise at <-90 dBu
▶ Feature: LED overload indicators monitor several key circuit points. Benefit: Warns operator of distortion and potential loudspeaker or amplifier damage.
▶ Feature: Equalization bypass switch. Benefit: Allows easy comparison between direct and equalized signals.

Frequently Asked Questions
▶ Q: “How does the DN360 differ from other equalizers?”
   A: The DN360 is the signature product at Klark Teknik and is recognized as the highest quality touring gear available. While other products tout the virtues of constant Q filters, KT designed a product in the DN360 that offers the accuracy of constant Q circuitry at higher levels of attenuation and a more traditional, wider Q at low attenuation levels. This unique design provides a responsiveness that is exclusive to Klark Teknik.

Competition
▶ Don’t be misled! The BSS Opal Series and models like the Ashly GQX 3102 are not equivalents to the DN360 and are usually not acceptable on contract riders.
▶ The DN360 is recognized for its high return on investment. The BSS FCS960 & XTA GQ600 are the main competitive models to the KT DN360. However, the DN360 comes with a five-year warranty, while the BSS and XTA offer only a one-year warranty.

Accessories/Options
▶ Security cover
▶ Transformer input/output balancing

* Input transformer balancing is not retrofittable and has to be specified with order